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Lamazuna 

 

 
 

Lamazuna makes innovative products that are safe for your health and the environment. An extensive 
range of solid cosmetics: shampoos, deodorants, facial cleansers, shaving foams, cocoa butters and 

sustainable accessories such as the famous Oriculi, the menstrual cups, or the water-washable make-up 
remover wipes. Zero waste, sustainable and handmade in France. Awarded by the Slow Cosmétique 

Association and certified PETA Cruelty Free & Vegan. 
 

Lamazuna without packaging 
 

Did you know that Lamazuna products are also  
available without any packaging?  
Now that is truly zero waste! 
 
For this concept, we supply special pots, wooden  
tongs and ard holders. Of course, we can also supply a  
fully-filled display. We are happy to help you find the  
best display and composition for your shop.  
 
Would you like our advice? 
Just send a short message to: orders@greenhubimports.nl
  
 
 
 
 

Download the Lamazuna catalogue 
 

Download info about the displays 
  

 
 
 

mailto:orders@greenhubimports.nl
mailto:orders@greenhubimports.nl
https://www.greenhub-imports.nl/download/lamazuna-catalogue-autumn-winter-2021.pdf
https://www.greenhub-imports.nl/download/lamazuna-merchandising-catalogue.pdf
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New Lamazuna products: 
 

Zesty citrus-basil Hair conditioner 
 
Deliciously fresh hair conditioner that nourishes, detangles and leaves hair shiny without 
weighing it down. Spread it on the lengths and ends of your hair and then rinse it out. There 
is no need to let it soak in before rinsing. 
 
Made from 100% naturally derived ingredients and certified COSMOS organic. Suitable for all 
hair types. 
 

 

Very Vegan Wrap  
One of the few vegan food wraps on the market! They are 100% made in 
France with GOTS organic cotton and 100% vegetable wax. Washable and 
reusable countless times!  
 

Tin storage box:  
Stainless steel storage tin made in France, suitable for Lamazuna perfumes. A 
light, practical and environmentally friendly packaging for the zero-waste 
perfumes! 

 

Natural solid perfume in 4 irresistible fragrances 
These solid perfumes are 100% naturally derived (COSMOS organic), so your skin 
will be scented naturally.  
 
The solid perfume (based on cocoa butter and carnauba wax) melts on your 
fingertips, so you can easily apply it on wrists, neck or behind the ears. The 
stainless steel canister keeps it dry and you can take it anywhere. When it runs out, 
you can just put a refill in the can!  
 
 

• Mischievous: Sweet, fruity and spicy, with notes of apricot and peach 

• Audacious: Fresh and invigorating needle-like fragrance, with subtle floral and spicy notes.   

• Impetuous: Reveals warm and spicy notes with hints of fig, mimosa and cedarwood  

• Mysterious: Earthy, fresh and woody. With notes of pine trees, pine needles and wood. 

 

The shampoo family grows! 
With 4 new, generously lathering shampoos, there is great solution for every hair 
type. Sulfate-free and handmade in France with as many local ingredients as possible, 
these high-quality shampoos are a pleasure to use! 
 

• Blonde & light brown hair: with organic lemon powder: Makes blonde hair 
and highlights shine again. and improves the shine 

• Coloured hair: with cherry oil: Soothes the scalp and protects the hair 
without affecting the colour 

• Sensitive scalp: with peony powder: Fights dandruff and soothes irritated, 
damaged and flaky skin 

• Grey/white and lightly bleached hair: with organic indigo powder: Makes hair bright and shiny. Neutralises 
and prevents coppery shades. Strengthens the hair and promotes hair growth 
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The frontrunner in zero waste! 
Lamazuna has been a pioneer in zero waste for 11 years. Among other things, the 

company is committed to financing French agricultural and forestry projects. In addition,  
Lamazuna has built its own eco-location in the Drôme which is completely unique in France: an  

energy-plus building with a perma-culture garden that provides its own energy and water supply.  
With this, Lamazuna shows that a greener daily life is possible, with more space and quality of life  

for employees, and in close cooperation with suppliers and residents in the region. 
 

 

Are you interested in Lamazuna but would you like to test it first? 
You can request up to 3 free samples. 

 

Orders or sample requests can be sent to: 
orders@greenhubimports.nl 

 
 

Download the Lamazuna product & price list 
 

 

Our brands: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Browse our website (www.greenhubimports.nl) and discover the full range of our fifteen quality brands in 
the field of truly sustainable non-food. Our sales staff will be happy to help you with all your B2B questions, 

such as putting together shelf plans. 
 

Contact details: 
Greenhub B.V. 
Energieweg 10 

3641 RT Mijdrecht 
 

info@greenhubimports.nl 
Tel: +31 (0)297 547484 

KvK nr: 77756819 

mailto:orders@greenhubimports.nl
https://greenhub.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/Share/EW4bJXZqibtFsXXTpmtcfL4BP0p8euKDlMmu3kIIjytbGg?e=z1W1Oz
http://www.greenhubimports.nl/

